Due to the rapid growth of internet and technology, protecting 
I. Introduction
In the past few years, digital multimedia distribution over the Internet has grown rapidly as a result of the latest developments in technologies. Due to the continuously increasing availability of the Internet, the digital data can be easily shared, processed or used causing serious security problems. As a solution to this problem, different authentication techniques are used.
Digital Right Management (DRM) systems are used that help the owners to protect their data and restrict their distributions. Digital watermarking techniques are used to add some data (watermark) into the original signal in order to protect it.
Digital watermarking is the process of adding information into multimedia data also called original media. The digital watermarking techniques are used to protect the digital data from illegal copying by embedding some information into the multimedia. A watermark is embedded into the host signal (e.g. -image, video, audio) that can be extracted later to verify identity of the owner. Digital video watermarking can be of two types -visible watermarking and invisible watermarking [1] . In case of visible watermarking, the logo or the information appears in the video frames being completely visible or partially visible. In invisible watermarking, the information should not appear in the video i.e., it must be perceptually invisible [2] . The invisible watermarking provides more security to video, though the visible watermarks protect the digital data in more active manner.
Watermarking techniques can be classified as-Spatial domain and Frequency domain Watermarking Techniques. Spatial domain techniques can be Correlation based where different correlation properties are used such as adding noise, or adding pixels and Least Significant Bit (LSB) modification techniques where the lowest order bit of selected pixels are changed. Frequency domain techniques, also called transform domain are more robust than spatial domain techniques and can be of three types DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform), DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform), DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform). DWT is more efficient than the other transform domain techniques [3] .
In this paper we will focus on a technique that will protect a video from illegal access by embedding both visible and invisible watermarks into it. An invisible watermark protects a video from being copied and manipulated from the internet, but if someone takes a copy of that video using a camera then he will be able to claim it as his own video. To protect the video from this type of attacks, a visible watermark will be incorporated in the video which will appear in the video frames randomly depending upon the system and will be partially visible. DWT is used to embed the watermark in the video frames imperceptibly. The visible watermark is embedded depending on the user's choice or randomly. As the video contain both invisible and visible watermarks so this algorithm will provide more security to the owner's video. This paper has the following sections: Section II contains brief descriptions about DWT and Visible Watermarking techniques, Section III deals with the block diagrams and descriptions of the embedding and extraction procedures, Section IV has the experimental results and lastly, Section V gives the conclusion.
II. Watermarking Schemes

A. Visible Watermarking
Visible watermark appears in the video frames either continuously or randomly. It should be partially visible in the video frames, so that the quality of the video is not degraded and also should be difficult and perhaps impossible to remove from the video frames. It protects the video in a different manner than that of the invisible watermarking techniques. If someone captures the video using a camera, then the visible watermarks should randomly appear on the frames which the attacker cannot remove easily.
B. Discrete Wavelet Transform
The most advanced and useful transform domain watermarking technique is Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). DWT is a hierarchical transform. DWT offers multi resolution analysis i.e., it has the capabilities to study or analyze a signal at different levels. Wavelets are localized waves; they are generated from a mother wavelet through translation and scaling. The wavelets produced from a mother wavelet ψ (t), are denoted by,
t where a and b are two arbitrary real numbers denoting the parameters for scaling and translation in the time axis respectively.
We can divide a signal into a set of wavelets by using DWT. Two functions are Scaling function (filters the lowest level of transform) (scales each level half its bandwidth low-frequency portions of a signal by using filters components. These are LL (the lower resolution approximation component (vertical) and HH (diagonal) detailed component. algorithm to embed watermark in video frames. DWT is more computationally efficient than other transform methods like DFT and DCT for its excellent spatial properties [4, 5, 6, 7, 9] .
III. Proposed Technique
The method described in this paper can be divided into two parts The invisible watermark is embedded in the video using DWT. Due to its excellent time frequency analysis properties, DWT is used to select the regions where the wa embedded invisibly. To each of the video frames DWT is applied. embedded in the transformed coefficients of the video frames can either give the choice of the region for embedding t middle) or the watermark can appear randomly. be embedded in the frames being partially visible. A compound mapping will be used for visible they are generated from a mother wavelet through translation and scaling. The wavelets produced are denoted by,
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Proposed Technique
The method described in this paper can be divided into two parts -embedding and extraction. The invisible watermark is embedded in the video using DWT. Due to its excellent time frequency analysis properties, DWT is used to select the regions where the watermark can be embedded invisibly. To each of the video frames DWT is applied. Then the watermark is embedded in the transformed coefficients of the video frames. For the visible watermark, the user can either give the choice of the region for embedding the watermark (for e.g. -top, bottom or middle) or the watermark can appear randomly. After the user gives the input, the watermark will be embedded in the frames being partially visible. A compound mapping will be used for visible 603 they are generated from a mother wavelet through translation and scaling. The wavelets produced where a and b are two arbitrary real numbers denoting the parameters for scaling and translation are required which Wavelet function the high and the divides a signal into a set of four HL (horizontal), LH We will use the LL and HH components in our algorithm to embed watermark in video frames. DWT is more computationally efficient than frequency localization embedding and extraction. The invisible watermark is embedded in the video using DWT. Due to its excellent timetermark can be Then the watermark is visible watermark, the user top, bottom or After the user gives the input, the watermark will be embedded in the frames being partially visible. A compound mapping will be used for visible watermarking [8] . Extraction will be done for both the invisible and visible watermarks. Then the PSNR will be calculated to prove the efficiency of this method.
Algorithms-
The invisible and the visible watermarks are embedded using the following procedure.
Embedding the invisible watermark:
1. Take the uncompressed video as input.
2. Read each frame of the video. The extraction of the invisible watermark is done by the following method.
Extracting the invisible watermark:
1. Take the original and embedded video as input.
2. Take the video frames. 
IV. Experimental Results
This invisible and visible watermarking technique is applied on a gray level video. 5 is the watermark logo before embedding in a video f frame respectively. Fig 6, Fig 7, watermark at different positions, depending on the user can choose positions in the frame to embed the watermark. The video frames contain both invisible and visible watermarks, so the 
Results
This invisible and visible watermarking technique is applied on a gray level video.
logo before embedding in a video frame and after extracting from that Fig 7, Fig 8 denotes the video frames after embedding the visible at different positions, depending on the user. The method is user friendly as the user can choose positions in the frame to embed the watermark. The video frames contain both invisible and visible watermarks, so the video is more robust to attacks. The robustness of the video frames is measured in terms of different attacks on the video frames like 'salt & pepper noise', 'Gaussian noise', 'median filtering' and 'contrast adjustment' [10] . PSNR is calculated after the different attacks are applied.
Table1 shows the PSNR values of the video frames after the attacks.
Table1
Attacks PSNR 
V. Related Works
The PSNR values obtained after applying different attacks makes it evident that proposed watermarking algorithm is robust again these attacks. This algorithm is done in Matlab platform, work can be done to implement this method in other platforms as well (like C, OpenCV etc.). In future, some work can be done using this algorithm other data such as various texts and images. This type of data can also be protected from copying by embedding watermarks according to the algorithm described in this paper.
VI. Conclusion
In this technique we are including both visible and invisible watermark which gives an extra edge in the copyright protection. As we are using compound mapping to embed the visible watermark it helps to increase the robustness of the video. The proposed algorithm works well on gray scale and on video of uncompressed .avi format. In future work will be done on the colored video, so that the approached method works well on all types of videos.
